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Crypto Currency for Teachers

Teacher Coin
Our developers at Teacher Coin seek to provide a low cost, easy to understand and
transparent retirement package for educators, a platform for purchasing and selling high
quality educational resources, and a simple mechanism for instant funds transfer.

Retirement Platform
We seek to modernize the Retirement Industry, make it fully verifiable, and built on a
system of trust between teachers and our retirement advisors. The Blockchain technology
holds an immutable ledger and contacts that can easily accommodate the recording and
storing of all Teacher Coin retirement contracts. We are the first organization dedicated to
leveraging smart contracts built on the Blockchain to create a retirement system specially
tailored to teachers across the globe.
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The 21st century brings dramatic changes to the financial, business, technology and
education markets. It offers many opportunities to take advantage of changing trends and
build on innovation. We seek to use the Blockchain as a tool for supporting teachers
worldwide - providing a platform for them to generate wealth, share specialist resources,
and store professional lesson plans.
We value and support teachers. Our team is comprised of administrators, educators,
managers, and leaders with over 25 years experience in the Education Industry.
• We support the Blockchain community.
• We seek to create a retirement ecosystem, a trading platform, and a central
repository for teachers to trade resources.
• We are transparent: our platform is open source.
• We give our members a voice.
• We are groundbreaking and innovative.

How it Works
Teacher Coin takes advantage of the digital and verifiable nature of the Blockchain to solve
the complications and overcome barriers of entry to the retirement market by completely
eliminating the fine print.
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The TCH Smart Contract displays, in simple terms, the contract, investment amount, years
and payment structure. We have entirely removed the complex and highly confusing
industry terminology used by financial institutions to deceive investors.
Blockchain based TCH Smart Contracts provide accountability in a way no other technology
can offer by:
• Providing an immutable ledger that offers permanent verification of every past
transaction, thereby creating trust.
• Storing all retirement product events permanently in an easy-to-retrieve system.
• Ensuring all retirement packages, funds, and transactions are open source.
The combination of decentralized encryption, anonymity, immutability, and global scale of
Teacher Coin generates the ultimate platform for industry wide innovation, cutting-edge
educational support, and secure straightforward retirement packages for all educators.
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Ethereum Based Contracts
Teacher Coin is built with smart contracts on the Ethereum Blockchain. It is an advanced,
open, and completely decentralized application platform. Ethereum uses all the strengths
of the original Bitcoin technology. Bitcoin was first established as a digital currency for use
in financial systems; hence, it is ideal for retirement packages.
Ethereum has built on Bitcoin technology by offering smart contracts and other kinds of
verified transactions. Teacher Coin adds another layer to Ethereum by providing solutions
to unique challenges faced by educators. Teacher Coin builds on the strengths of a wellestablished global system to offer bespoke applications and perform financial services. As
such, Teacher Coin offers users not only the groundbreaking Ethereum based cryptocurrency called TCH, but also a powerful modular toolset to build applications that can
track retirement portfolios, buy/sell educational resources, or transfer funds domestically
or internationally in an instant.
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Lesson Plans

TCH Token Distribution
TCH is the digital token that powers and incentivizes the Teacher Coin user community.
This digital token can be exchanged for fiat currency (USD, EUR, JPY) - in jurisdictions
where such exchange is legal - or other crypto-currency (e.g., Bitcoin, Ether, Ripple ) on
various crypto-currency exchanges globally. The projected value is expected to be about
USD $0.05 per TCH, however please note that fiat currency price throughout this White
Paper is provided for illustrative purposes only.

Technical Specifications
Name: Teacher Coin
Ticker: TCH Based on Ethereum
Max Supply: 500,000,000 TCH
There will be no further production of TCH tokens so, over time, the tokens in circulation
shall reduce in number and increase in demand.
Tokens are created with an ERC20 token smart contract. The integrity of the system is built
on the self-interest of token owners. Opening a coin account with Teacher Coin is easy and
free using existing Ethereum wallets. Because Teacher Coin is truly decentralized, it uses
peer-to-peer technology to operate with no central authority.
Interested people are able to purchase and sell TCH on exchanges, subject to applicable
regulations in their country of residence. All transactions are secured with state-of-the art
cryptography, and Blockchain integrity is protected by CPU-efficient, ASIC-resistant proof
of stake.
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Roadmap
September 15 2018:
Finalized Financial Advisory Board

September 30 2018:
Release Beta Version of Retirement Platform

October 15 2018:
Release Beta Version of Teacher Resource Platform

October 31 2018:
Launch Retirement and Resource Platforms

November 15 2018:
Recruitment of Mixed Reality Classroom Teachers

January 15 2019:
Launch of Mixed Reality Classroom Resources
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Disclaimer
Crypto-currency trading/investing involves substantial risk of loss and is not suitable
for all investors. The valuation of crypto-currencies including Teacher Coin may
fluctuate significantly; as a result, clients may lose more than their original investment.
If the market moves against you, you may sustain a total loss greater than the amount
you deposited into your account. You are responsible for all the risks and financial
resources you use and for the chosen trading system. Teacher Coin and the Teacher
Coin team are not responsible or liable for losses incurred by any of its clients. You
should not engage in trading unless you fully understand the nature of the transactions
you are entering into and the extent of your exposure to loss. If you do not fully
understand these risks, you must seek independent advice from your financial advisor.
All trading strategies are used at your own risk. Trade only with risk capital - that is
trade with money that if lost will not adversely impact your lifestyle or your ability to
meet your financial obligations. Past results are no indication of future performance. In
no event should the content of this correspondence be construed as an express or
implied promise or guarantee. No guarantee of any kind is implied where projections
of future conditions are attempted.
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